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GRANT WRITING LAB

A blended training dedicated to researchers and supervisors who will submit a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Postdoctoral Fellowships proposal with Sapienza as Host Institution. Participants will be provided with all the information needed to address each section of the application form in the most comprehensive way. They will also receive insights on the most common mistakes to avoid and the elements that might bring a value added to the proposals.

In 2019 Sapienza launched the SapiExcellence SEAL and ADD actions to promote and encourage participation in the MSCA programme choosing Sapienza as host institution. The SEAL and ADD initiatives allowed to grant, over the course of three years, 16 fellowships to excellent young researchers.

**SEAL of SAPIExcellence** - fellowships granted to proposals submitted under a MSCA-PF call with Sapienza as host institution that have been awarded the "Seal of Excellence" by the evaluation Panel.

**ADD SAPIExcellence** - fellowships granted to extend by 1 year the duration of funded MSCA PF or DN projects that have Sapienza as host institution.

Furthermore, Sapienza has issued a new Regulation to encourage participation in research of excellence programmes and granted tenure-track positions to several MSCA grantees.

Sapienza dedicates a tailor-made support to applicants who want to make a re-submission through a detailed analysis of the Evaluation Summary Report.

Sapienza implements a pre-screening service designed to provide applicants tips and suggestions to improve their proposals.
YOUR PATH TOWARDS A MSCA @ SAPIENZA

GET INFORMED
--> WORKSHOP

SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION

PREPARE YOUR APPLICATION
--> GRANT WRITING LAB
--> KIT FOR APPLICANTS
--> PRE-SCREENING

MSCA RESULTS

FUNDISHED
--> APPLY FOR ADD SAPIEXCELLENCE

REJECTED
--> ASK FOR AN EVALUATION REVIEW

REJECTED WITH SCORE >85
--> APPLY FOR SEAL OF SAPIEXCELLENCE & ASK FOR AN EVALUATION REVIEW